Memorandum

Date: April 7, 2020

To: Associate Director, Division of Adult Institutions
Wardens

Subject: REVISED COVID-19 MANDATORY 14-DAY MODIFIED PROGRAM

The California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation’s priority is to protect the health and well-being of our staff and the offender population as well as providing a safe environment. The purpose of the memorandum is to reduce staff and inmate exposure to the coronavirus (COVID-19) by increasing more restrictive measures.

Effective Wednesday, April 8, 2020, all institutions will implement a mandatory 14-day modified program. Each institution will be responsible for either creating or amending their current Program Status Report taking all of the following information into consideration:

- The entire institution will be affected, except for Restricted Housing Units, Correctional Treatment Centers, and Psychiatric Inpatient Programs, etc.
- Movement will be via escort - maintain increased social distancing unless security would dictate otherwise (i.e. Administrative Segregation Unit placement). Movement will be in such a fashion as to not mix inmates from one housing unit with another housing unit.
- Feeding – Cell feeding or one housing unit at a time, maintaining social distancing and disinfecting tables between each use
- Ducats – priority only – includes mental health groups and individual clinical contacts
- Visiting – none
- Family visiting – none
- Legal visits – urgent/emergency, via telephone or video conference where available. Board of Parole Hearings will continue with attorney contacts as required
- Workers – critical and porters
- Showers – maintain distancing and disinfect between each use
- Health care services - conduct rounds in housing units
- Medication(s) distribution – Wardens, please work with your CEO’s to establish a process, recommend if cell feeding, medication line is conducted within the unit. If doing controlled feeding within the dining halls, utilize medication windows on the yard
- Law Library – PLU or paging option while maintaining social distancing in library
- Dayroom – numbers need to be reduced to allow for increased social distancing which may result in no dayroom activities if unable to maintain social distancing numbers to accommodate showers and phones
• Recreation - One housing unit/dorm at a time
• Canteen is permitted – if unable to accommodate during scheduled yard time facilitate delivery method
• Packages are permitted
• Phone calls are permitted - disinfect between each use
• Religious programs shall be cell front or deliver materials to housing unit/dorm/cells
• Educational materials to be provided either cell front or to dorm
• Request for Health Care Services Forms, CDCR-Form 7362, will be distributed and picked up in the housing units by staff

During this time, I would like to see our Community Resource Managers and Education Department facilitate the delivery of increased games, program materials, reading books, or other items to the housing units. Housing unit/dorm officers and supervisors are expected to conduct additional rounds and spot checks of inmates in an effort to reduce self-harm and/or suicide attempts.

All institutions will be required to provide a copy of their Program Status Report, Part-A, to their respective Associate Director each day for this 14-day period. Institutions are expected to brief staff and inmate advisory committees on this directive as this modified program is currently only slated to be in effect for 14-days, through April 21, 2020.

During the past couple of weeks there have been some best practices coming forward that I would like to see implemented or considered such as placing markers on the ground in six foot intervals as a reminder for staff and inmates to maintain social distancing, and the placement of acrylic glass (e.g. Plexiglas) at staff entrances as a barrier between the screener and the person entering the prison.

Thank you for you continued efforts in managing this COVID-19 event. If you have any additional questions, please contact your respective Associate Director.

CONNIE GIPSON
Director
Division of Adult Institutions

cc: Kimberly Seibels
    Patrice Davis
    Justin Penney